SEQUELS:
300: RISE OF AN EMPIRE
SOLUTION: HERETIC
•

Step 1: Identify the memes that the images represent. As an aid, the meme
names are presented in alphabetical order before the images.

•

Step 2: Solve the clues in the captions, filling the answers in the spaces below.
Each caption is of the form “This is X” where X is a clue for one of the memes
with a single letter changed. In some cases, the spacing and/or punctuation is
changed as well. Each meme is used once, except “THIS IS SPARTAAAAA!”,
which is directly named by one of the captions. See the page after next for the
clue answers.

•

Step 3: Arrange the memes in a chain, where each image is followed by the one
clued by its caption. This chain starts with the “THIS IS SPARTAAAAA!”
image and ends with the image captioned “THIS IS SPARTAAAAA!”. The
answers on the page after next are in chain order.

•

Step 4: Read the new letters in chain order. For instance, the first caption in the
chain clues “AOL Cats”, a one-letter change of “LOLcats”, so use the A. These
letters spell ANAGRAM OF TECHIER MEANING DISSENTER.

•

Step 5: Find an anagram of the word “techier” that means “dissenter”. This is
the final answer, HERETIC.
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All Your Base are Belong to Us
Annoying Facebook Girl
Anti-Joke Chicken
Ask a Ninja
Bad Luck Brian
Batman Slapping Robin
Charlie Bit Me!
Confession Bear
Disaster Girl
Doge
Double Rainbow
Gangnam Style
Good Guy Greg
Hamster Dance
Harlem Shake
Honey Badger
Hot Dog Legs
Insanity Wolf
LOLcats
Overly Manly Man
Philosoraptor
Rickroll
Ridiculously Photogenic Guy
Scumbag Steve
Shut Up and Take My Money
Star Wars Kid
Starbucks Drake Hands
The Most Interesting Man in the World
The Rock Driving
THIS IS SPARTAAAAA!
Trollface
Unflattering Beyonce
What Does the Fox Say?

a set of felines who sent dialup software CDs across
AOL Cats
America
a legume who says mea culpa
Confession Bean
a feasible array of colors lacking magenta
Doable Rainbow
someone who packs bee product into a sack at a bodega
Honey Bagger
what creatures living under a bridge call their regatta
Troll Race
a request for the contents of a phone-transmitted page
What Does the Fax Say?
of data
Juicy Fruit extremely loved by the camera
Ridiculously Photogenic Gum
a barking sound indicating schizophrenia
Insanity Woof
a statement that a lass is being followed by Prince
Di's After Girl
Harry's mama
a demand to be quiet and steal my Water Lilies replica
Shut Up and Take My Monet
a child whose auditory organs look like Polaris and Vega
Star Ears Kid
a kidnapper emulating Spinoza
Philosocaptor
a teen with a disturbing piece of fishing gear piercing her
Annoying Face Hook Girl
nasal derma
how you agitate a pork product in the course of a rumba
Ham-Stir Dance
name-brand underwear for male ducks, found where
Starbucks Drake Hanes
you'd order a mocha
how the Crips or Bloods batter their way into castle atria
Gang Ram Style
a shape used to cover stadia
Dome
a fowl who makes puns about mandatory betting in
Ante Joke Chicken
Omaha
a superhero giving an Israeli Nobel Peace Prize winner
Batman Slapping Rabin
facial trauma
an amiable revolver named after the husband of Dharma
Good Gun Greg
a stealthy assassin who travels throughout the continent
Asia Ninja
of Russia, India, and China
the process of adding a third dimension to the "Single
Unflattening Beyonce
Ladies"-singing diva
a fellow who's excessively afflicted with eczema
Overly Mangy Man
a model of Ilsa's lover in Casablanca
Rick Doll
the Family Guy dog, who likes to evilly cover you with
Bad Lick Brian
saliva
a foot covering at the wheel of, say, a Honda
The Sock Driving
an indication that we've taken ownership of your every
All Your Bass are Belong to Us
four-string Yamaha
a colander for containers of surface-dwelling alga
Scum Bag Sieve
what a Globetrotter seeks under an umbrella
Harlem Shade
an exclamation about a wager with a spokesman for
Charlie Bet Me!
canned tuna
a piece of glass focused on a feverish beagle or
Hot Dog Lens
chihuahua
Earth's fascinating-est prop for yoga
The Most Interesting Mat in the World
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